ELO Digital Office USA Announces the New ELOoffice 11
Latest version of ECM software for small businesses raises the bar on
data analysis, ease-of-use, and security
Boston, MA -- October 30, 2017 -- ELO Digital Office USA, enabling businesses to improve
collaboration and streamline information management in a digital economy, announced today
the availability of ELOoffice 11, the latest version of its entry-level solution for small businesses
and independent contractors. New features include improved text recognition and practical
templates for day-to-day work with options for analyzing data. ELOoffice now also provides an
easy-to-configure data backup function.

“ELOoffice 11 sets new benchmarks for user-friendliness, data analysis, and security,” notes
Szilvia Horvath, CEO of ELO Digital Office USA. “From -- enhanced text recognition to cloud-based
back-up to our ELO MobileConnector -- the new ELOoffice 11 heightens document management
capabilities for small businesses.”

Enabling companies to easily digitize business processes, ELO office 11 is a comprehensive
document management systems that centralizes and manages data on a single platform. New
features in version 11 include:

-

Optimized text recognition: Gives users a quick way – with the click of a button -- to transfer
document information, enabling them to find their documents in the ELO repository even faster.

-

Enhanced optional repository structure template: Integrates various functions for data analysis
of invoices, contracts, or personnel files, and creates statistics and reports in Microsoft Excel at
the press of a button.
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Innovative data backup function: Allows users to save their entire ELO repository on the
medium of their choice, or in the cloud. Backups can be restored conveniently via the Windows
Start menu.

About ELO Digital Office USA
ELO Digital Office USA provides innovative digital content management solutions for organizations of all sizes
and industries throughout the United States. ELOoffice, ELOprofessional, and ELOenterprise give businesses
an electronic and secure way to easily capture, archive, and manage business documents and information –
both paper-based and digital. A subsidiary of ELO Digital Office GmbH (founded in 1998), ELO USA is
headquartered in Boston, MA and is part of a network of global ELO offices throughout Asia, Australia,
Europe, and North and South America. ELO Digital Office GmbH has an extensive network of global business
partners and maintains technology partnerships with industry leaders such as IBM, Microsoft, and SAP. Visit
ELO USA. Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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